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Abstract

Background: Adults with cochlear implants (CIs) are believed to rely more heavily on visual cues during
speech recognition tasks than their normal-hearing peers. However, the relationship between auditory

and visual reliance during audiovisual (AV) speech recognition is unclear and may depend on an indi-
vidual’s auditory proficiency, duration of hearing loss (HL), age, and other factors.

Purpose: The primary purpose of this study was to examine whether visual reliance during AV speech
recognition depends on auditory function for adult CI candidates (CICs) and adult experienced CI users

(ECIs).

Study Sample: Participants included 44 ECIs and 23 CICs. All participants were postlingually deafened

and had met clinical candidacy requirements for cochlear implantation.

Data Collection and Analysis: Participants completed City University of New York sentence recognition

testing. Three separate lists of twelve sentences each were presented: the first in the auditory-only (A-only)
condition, the second in the visual-only (V-only) condition, and the third in combined AV fashion. Each par-

ticipant’s amount of ‘‘visual enhancement’’ (VE) and ‘‘auditory enhancement’’ (AE) were computed (i.e., the
benefit to AV speech recognition of adding visual or auditory information, respectively, relative to what could

potentially be gained). The relative reliance of VE versus AE was also computed as a VE/AE ratio.

Results: VE/AE ratio was predicted inversely by A-only performance. Visual reliance was not signifi-

cantly different between ECIs and CICs. Duration of HL and age did not account for additional variance
in the VE/AE ratio.

Conclusions: A shift toward visual reliance may be driven by poor auditory performance in ECIs and
CICs. The restoration of auditory input through a CI does not necessarily facilitate a shift back toward

auditory reliance. Findings suggest that individual listeners with HL may rely on both auditory and visual
information during AV speech recognition, to varying degrees based on their own performance and ex-

perience, to optimize communication performance in real-world listening situations.
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INTRODUCTION

I
t is well-known that both normal-hearing (NH) lis-

teners and individuals with hearing loss (HL) rely
on visual cues during speech recognition, espe-

cially when noise is introduced into the listening envi-

ronment, when the speech signal is degraded, or when

incongruent audiovisual (AV) stimuli are presented in

laboratory settings (Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Grant

et al, 1998; Rouger et al, 2007). Traditionally, as a result

of their degraded auditory input, individuals with se-

vere-to-profoundHLhave been thought to shift their re-
liance more heavily to visual cues (and away from

auditory cues) during AV speech recognition tasks, rel-

ative to NH peers (Desai et al, 2008; Rouger et al, 2008;

Leybaert and LaSasso, 2010; Moradi et al, 2016). It is

reasonable to assume that this shift occurs to optimize

communicative performance during combined AV sen-

sory input, which is the most common communication

mode experienced by listeners with HL (Dorman
et al, 2016). However, the details of how visual reliance

changes as a result of cochlear implantation have not

been examined explicitly.
Several previous studies of AV speech recognition in

clinical populations of patients withHL have focused on

experienced users of cochlear implants (CIs), devices
which restore auditory sensation to the listener (Rabi-

nowitz et al, 1992; Kaiser et al, 2003; Hay McCutcheon

et al, 2005; Rouger et al, 2007; Desai et al, 2008; Strel-

nikov et al, 2009; Altieri et al, 2011; Stevenson et al,

2017; Schreitmüller et al, 2018). For example, several

investigators have found that experienced CI users

(ECIs) demonstrated stronger reliance on visual cues

thanNHpeers (Desai et al, 2008; Rouger et al, 2008; Ley-
baert and LaSasso, 2010). Moreover, there is evidence

that ECIs perform better thanNH controls in visual-only

(V-only) (i.e., speech reading) conditions of speech recog-

nition, suggesting a shift to reliance on visual cues and

away from auditory cues (Goh et al, 2001; Kaiser et al,

2003; Rouger et al, 2007; Strelnikov et al, 2009). On

the other hand, Tremblay et al (2010) found no differ-

ences in speech reading abilities between groups of ECIs
and NH peers, although nonproficient CI users relied on

visual information more heavily than proficient CI users

and NH peers when presented with an AV conflict.

One limitation of studies examining AV speech recog-

nition in ECIs compared with NH controls is a lack of

control for ECI participant variability within groups.

For example, age has been found to correlate negatively

with speech reading ability in adults (Hay-McCutcheon
et al, 2005; Sommers et al, 2005; Tye-Murray et al,

2007; 2010; Schreitmüller et al, 2018) and may contrib-

ute to outcome variability in groups of ECIs. In addi-

tion, the degree of visual reliance appears to relate to

the duration of HL (i.e., greater visual dominance with

longer experience of HL) (Giraud et al, 2001; Giraud

and Lee, 2007), but it is unclear how this reliance

changes with prolonged use of a CI. Although speech

reading enhancement has been found to persist in

the years after implantation (Rouger et al, 2007), it
has also been reported that visual reliance decreases

in direct relation to duration of CI use (Desai et al,

2008). None of these studies, however, explicitly exam-

ined whether the degree of visual reliance by individual

listeners was related to the severity of their HL or their

auditory-only (A-only) performance.

The first aim of this studywas to answer the following

question: For individual listeners with HL, does the
magnitude of reliance on visual input during AV speech

recognition depend on the quality of that individual’s

auditory function? We hypothesized that to optimize

AV speech recognition, individuals withHLwould show

reliance on visual information, with the magnitude of

this visual reliance being inversely related to the qual-

ity of their A-only speech recognition. That is, individ-

ual listeners with relatively poorer auditory function
would demonstrate greater reliance on visual input

during AV speech recognition. We predicted that once

this auditory function was accounted for, other audio-

logic factors previously found to contribute to variabil-

ity in visual reliance, such as duration of HL prior to CI

(Giraud and Lee, 2007), would not independently pro-

vide additional predictive power to explain the magni-

tude of visual reliance. In addition to auditory function,
age was included as a predictor because it has previ-

ously been found to impact visual reliance (Tye-Murray

et al, 2007; 2010; Schreitmüller et al, 2018).

In addition to those limitations, previous studies of

ECIs were not able to determine whether changes in

AV speech recognition abilities could be attributed to

the experience of prolonged severe-to-profound HL be-

fore implantation, or whether these changes were a re-
sult of the restoration of auditory input through a CI.

The present study was designed to disentangle the ef-

fects of prolonged HL and CI intervention on AV speech

recognition skills by testing both a group of ECIs and a

group of CI candidates (CICs) with severe-to-profound

HL. Our second aim was to answer the following ques-

tion: Does restoration of auditory input through a CI re-

sult in relatively greater reliance on auditory input
during AV speech recognition? We hypothesized that,

as a result of restoration of auditory input, ECIs would

demonstrate greater reliance on auditory cues and less

reliance on visual cues during AV speech recognition

than CIC listeners.

To test the hypotheses, participants with HL were

asked to repeat sentences presented in A-only, V-only,

and combined AV fashions. To perform analyses, it
was necessary to compute appropriate metrics of re-

lative visual and auditory gains during multimodal

AV speech recognition by comparing AV performance

in either unimodal condition (A-only or V-only) alone.
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Several measures related to AV speech recognition can

be computed, based on recommendations in previous

work (Sommers et al, 2005; Tye-Murray et al, 2007).

The simplest approach to computing visual gain is to
compute the difference score between AV performance

and A-only performance; however, this metric is biased

because high A-only scores result in artificially low vi-

sual gain scores (Grant et al, 1998). Thus, a better ap-

proach takes into consideration the relative A-only

performance. In this case, ‘‘visual enhancement’’ (VE)

(Grant et al, 1998; Grant and Seitz 1998; Sommers

et al, 2005; Rouger et al, 2007; Tye-Murray et al,
2007; 2010; Schreitmüller et al, 2018) expresses the

amount of visual gain observed for a given individual rel-

ative towhat could possibly be gained over A-only perfor-

mance. When AV and A-only scores are represented as

percent words correct, VE is computed as follows:

VE 5 ðAV � A-onlyÞ=ð100� A-onlyÞ:
A second measure, ‘‘auditory enhancement’’ (AE)

(Rabinowitz et al, 1992; Hay-McCutcheon et al, 2005;

Sommers et al, 2005; Tye-Murray et al, 2007; 2010;

Desai et al 2008; Schreitmüller et al, 2018), represents

the benefit of adding auditory information to what po-

tentially can be gained over V-only performance (also

represented as percent words correct). This AEmeasure

is computed as follows:

AE 5 ðAV � V-onlyÞ=ð100� V-onlyÞ:
Finally, in the present study, we computed a ratio be-

tweenVE and AE (VE/AE), representing the relative re-

liance during AV speech recognition of visual versus

auditory gain. Our first hypothesis was that, as a result

of their experience of HL, individual listeners with HL
would demonstrate a VE/AE ratio that would be in-

versely related to that listener’s auditory ability (A-only

performance). Our second hypothesis was that, as a re-

sult of restoration of auditory input through a CI, ECIs

would demonstrate greater reliance on auditory input

(and less reliance on visual input) and, thus, smaller

VE/AE ratios than their CIC counterparts.

By addressing these two hypotheses, the objective of
this study was to examine more explicitly the visual

reliance demonstrated during speech recognition by

listeners with HL, and to investigate how this reliance

relates to auditory processing abilities. Moreover, the

study sought to investigate the effects of restoration

of auditory input through a CI on AV speech recogni-

tion.

METHODS

Participants

Participants were 67 native English speakers with at

least a high school diploma or equivalency. They were

recruited from a single tertiary care clinical CI program

of adult patients. The ECIs were established CI users

and recruited from the pool of clinical patients either

in person during a follow-up audiology visit, or via invi-
tation by letter. The CICs were patients who had re-

cently been determined clinically to be CICs and were

invited in person to participate. A screening task for cog-

nitive impairmentwas completed, using a visual presen-

tation version of the Mini-Mental State Examination

(MMSE) (Folstein et al, 1975), with anMMSE raw score

$26 required; all participants met this criterion, sug-

gesting no evidence of cognitive impairment. A screen-
ing test of basic word reading was completed, using the

Wide Range Achievement Test (Wilkinson and Robertson,

2006). Participants were required to have a word read-

ing standard score $75, suggesting reasonably normal

general language proficiency. All participants were

screened for vision using a basic near-vision test and

were required to have better than 20/40 near vision be-

cause of visual presentation of tasks. Two participants
had vision scores of 20/50 but displayed normal reading

scores, suggesting sufficient visual abilities to include

their data in analyses. Socioeconomic status (SES)

of participants was also collected because it may be

a proxy of speech and language abilities. This was ac-

complished by quantifying SES based on ametric devel-

oped by Nittrouer and Burton (2005). There were two

scales for occupational and education levels, each rang-
ing from 1 to 8, with eight being the highest level. These

two numerical scores were then multiplied, resulting in

scores between 1 and 64.

The 44 ECI participants and 23 CICs hadmet clinical

candidacy requirements for cochlear implantation,

including severe-to-profound HL in both ears and best-

aided sentence recognition scores of ,60% words cor-

rect using AzBio (Spahr et al, 2012) or Hearing In Noise
Test sentences (Nilsson et al, 1994). These two groups of

participants were recruited from the patient population

of our neurotology tertiary care center. All ECIs and

CICs were post-lingually deafened, meaning they

should have developed reasonably proficient language

skills before losing their hearing. Thirty-four (77.3%)

ECIs and 21 (91.3%) CICs reported onset of HL no ear-

lier than age 12 years (i.e., NH until the time of pu-
berty). The other ten (22.7%) ECIs and two (8.7%)

CICs reported some degree of congenital HL or onset

of HL during childhood. However, all participants

self-reported that they experienced early hearing aid

intervention and typical A-only spoken language devel-

opment during childhood, had been mainstreamed in

conventional schools with spoken language instruction,

and had experienced progressive HLs into adulthood.
All of the ECI users received their implants at or after

the age of 35 years.

ECIs were between the ages of 50 and 83 years. All

ECIs demonstrated CI-aided warble thresholds in the
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clinic of better than 35 dB HL across speech frequen-

cies. Duration of HL ranged from 4 to 76 years and du-

ration of CI use ranged from 18 months to 27 years.

CICs were between the ages of 49 and 94 years. Dura-
tion of HL ranged from 11 to 53.5 years and duration of

hearing aid use ranged from 2 to 46 years.

Equipment and Materials

Speech recognition and audiometric testing took

place within a sound-treated booth, and screening mea-

sures were collected in an acoustically insulated testing
room. Tasks requiring verbal responses from partici-

pants were audio-visually recorded for later scoring.

Participants wore FM transmitters through the use

of specially designed vests. This allowed for direct input

of responses into the camera, permitting later off-line

scoring of tasks.

Visual stimuli were presented on a computer monitor

placed two feet in front of the participant. Auditory
stimuli were presented via a Roland MA-12C speaker

placed one meter in front of the participant at zero de-

grees Azimuth. Before the testing session, the speaker

was calibrated to 68 dB SPL using a sound level meter

positioned at the participants’ head position.

After the screening measures were completed, City

University of New York (CUNY) sentences were admin-

istered (Boothroyd et al, 1985a). Three separate lists
of twelve CUNY sentences were presented. Each list

contained 102 words. One list was presented in the

A-only condition, one list was presented in the V-only

condition, and the third list was presented in combined

AV fashion. Condition order was always A-only, V-only,

then AV presentation, but sentence lists were random-

ized among participants. Sentences were presented

via computer monitor and/or loudspeaker, and partici-
pants were asked to repeat as much of the sentence as

they could. The sentences were spoken by a single fe-

male talker, and they varied in length and subject mat-

ter. An example sentence is: ‘‘The forecast for tomorrow

is clear skies, low humidity, and mild temperatures.’’

Scores for each measure were percentage of total words

repeated correctly.

General Approach

The study protocol was approved by the local Institu-

tional ReviewBoard. All participants provided informed,
written consent and were reimbursed $15 per hour

for participation. Testing was completed over a single

30-min session, with breaks between lists to prevent fa-

tigue.During testing,ECIparticipants andCICsused their

typical hearing prostheses, including any hearing aids.

Data Analyses

As described previously, the following values were

computed for each individual listener in their best-

aided condition:

• VE 5 (AV – A-only)/(100 – A-only);

• AE 5 (AV – V-only)/(100 – V-only);

• VE/AE ratio, computed as the main outcome measure

for analyses.

Our first hypothesis was that individual listeners

with HL would demonstrate a VE/AE ratio that would

be inversely related to that listener’s auditory ability

(A-only performance), and our second hypothesis was

that ECIs would demonstrate greater reliance on audi-

tory input (and less reliance on visual input) and, thus,

smaller VE/AE ratios than their CIC counterparts. To
test our two hypotheses, a blockwisemultivariate linear

regression analysis was performed with VE/AE ratio as

the outcome. In the first block, predictors were A-only

performance (to test the first hypothesis) and group

(ECI versus CIC, to test the second hypothesis). In

the second block, participant duration of HL before

CI and age were entered as additional predictors.

RESULTS

For analyses, an alpha of 0.05 was set. When

p . 0.05, outcomes are reported as not significant.

For the ECI group, side of implantation (left, right, or

bilateral) did not influence any speech recognition

scores. Also, no differences in any scores were found

Table 1. Participant Demographics for ECI and CIC Groups

ECI (N 5 44) CIC (N 5 23)

t Value p ValueMean (SD) Mean (SD)

Demographics

Age (years) 67.2 (10.2) 68.2 (10.9) 0.37 0.708

Duration of HL before CI (years) 33.9 (19.2) 30.0 (12.7) 0.85 0.400

Duration of CI use (years) 4.8 (6.4)

Reading (standard score) 98.4 (12.0) 97.3 (11.0) 0.38 0.715

SES 26.7 (14.5) 29.7 (13.7) 0.84 0.404

MMSE (raw score) 28.8 (1.3) 28.6 (1.3) 0.43 0.668

Notes: t values and p values for independent-samples t-tests are shown. Reported degrees of freedom for t-tests are 65.
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for ECIswhowore only CIs versus a CI plus hearing aid.

Therefore, the data were collapsed across all ECIs in all

subsequent analyses reported in the following para-

graphs.

Reliability

Inter-scorer reliability was assessed for tests that in-

volved AV recording and off-line scoring of responses.

All responses were scored by one trained scorer and

scored again by a second scorer for 25% of all partici-

pants (n 5 17). With interscorer reliability .90%

(range: 93–100%) for the MMSE, word reading, and

CUNY sentence recognition, scores from the initial

scorer were used in analyses.

Group Data

Group mean demographic and screening measures

for the ECIs and CICs are shown in Table 1. No signif-

icant differences were found on independent-samples t-

tests between groups for age, duration of HL before CI,

word reading ability, MMSE score, or SES.

Results for ECIs and CICs on CUNY sentence recog-
nition measures are shown in Table 2, along with com-

puted scores of VE, AE, and VE/AE. Boxplots of data are

also shown in Figure 1 (ECIs) and Figure 2 (CICs), and

scatterplots demonstrating VE versus AE are shown in

Figure 3 (ECIs) and Figure 4 (CICs). One ECI partici-

pant demonstrated a VE/AE ratio that was.2 standard

deviation (SD) worse than the mean (VE/AEwas21.58),

so data for this participant were excluded from further
analyses. Our first hypothesis was that individual lis-

teners with HL would demonstrate a VE/AE ratio that

would be inversely related to that listener’s auditory abil-

ity (A-only performance). Our second hypothesis was

that, as a result of restoration of auditory input through

Table 2. Speech Recognition Scores for ECI and CIC
Groups

ECI (N 5 42) CIC (N 5 23)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

CUNY Sentences

A-only (% words correct) 73.2 (21.6) 35.5 (29.1)

V-only (% words correct) 12.9 (14.3) 6.9 (9.4)

AV (% words correct) 90.5 (10.7) 67.6 (22.3)

VE score 0.61 (0.31) 0.53 (0.25)

AE score 0.89 (0.12) 0.66 (0.23)

VE/AE ratio 0.68 (0.32) 0.79 (0.29)

Figure 1. Boxplots of scores for ECI users on CUNY sentence recognition in AV, A-only, and V-only conditions. For each condition, the
median is represented by the horizontal line that divides the box into two parts. The upper limit of the box represents the 75th percentile
and the lower limit of the box represents the 25th percentile. Upper and lower whiskers represent maximum and minimum scores, re-
spectively.
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a CI, ECIs would demonstrate smaller VE/AE than their

CIC counterparts. A blockwise multivariate linear re-

gression analysis was performed with VE/AE ratio as

the outcome andA-only performance and group (ECI ver-

sus CIC) as predictors in the first block, and duration of

HL before implantation and age as predictors in the sec-

ond block. Results demonstrated that the full model was
significant [F(4, 60) 5 2.65, p 5 0.042], with findings re-

ported in Table 3. This analysis demonstrated that

VE/AE ratio was predicted negatively and significantly

by A-only performance. On the other hand, group did

not significantly predict VE/AE ratio, despite the mean

VE/AE score being 0.79 for CICs and 0.68 for ECIs. Du-

ration of HL before implantation and participant age also

did not account for additional variance in VE/AE ratio.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was two-fold: To deter-

mine whether the magnitude of visual reliance

during AV speech recognition in listeners with HL

was inversely related to their auditory performance

and to examine the effects on this visual reliance of
restoration of auditory input through aCI. Results dem-

onstrated support for our first hypothesis: A-only per-

formance was a negative predictor of visual reliance

as measured using the VE/AE ratio, and duration of

HL and participant age did not account for additional

variance in visual reliance. Although this finding does

not prove a causal relationship between poorer A-only

performance and greater reliance on visual information

during AV speech recognition, it is consistent with that

concept. However, our findings cannot inform us re-
garding the time course of the shift toward visual reli-

ance during AV speech recognition. That is, we suspect

that this shift toward visual reliance occurs as the lis-

tener adapts over a prolonged time period to chronically

degraded auditory input. By contrast, this shift could

potentially be rapid and automatic as the listener

quickly shifts attention to visual cues during AV speech

recognition under degraded listening conditions. This
latter hypothesis could easily be tested by presenting

listeners with AV speech stimuli across a range of noise

levels or by using speech materials of varying difficulty

and determining if and how visual reliance shifts. Ad-

ditional studies will be required to study the time course

of shifting toward visual reliance during AV speech rec-

ognition.

An alternative explanation for our findings may be
that participants who rely more on visual information

simply pay less attention during recognition of A-only

information. The likelihood of this explanation is

Figure 2. Boxplots of scores for CICs onCUNYsentence recognition in AV, A-only, andV-only conditions. For each condition, themedian
is represented by the horizontal line that divides the box into two parts. The upper limit of the box represents the 75th percentile and the
lower limit of the box represents the 25th percentile. Upper and lower whiskers represent maximum and minimum scores, respectively.
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diminished by the demands of our task, in which partic-

ipants were specifically asked to repeat correctly as

many words in the sentences as possible, including in

the A-only condition, which should have directed their

attention to optimize A-only speech recognition for that

condition. It should also be noted that our task may not

be representative of everyday speech recognition

demands, in which the listener may focus more on
comprehension of the message and less on recognition

of individual words. In addition, our tasks included

only CUNY sentence materials, which are relatively

high-context and contained only one talker. It is unclear

how well our findings translate to speech materials

with variable context and multiple talkers. Moreover,

only a single list of CUNY sentences was tested in each

condition (A-only, V-only, and AV), which could have
limited our ability to identify a significant group effect.

However, the differences in mean scores among lists

for each group were relatively large (i.e., greater than

the 16 percentage point 95%-confidence interval deter-

mined by Boothroyd et al [1985b]), suggesting that our

findings were overall reliable.

Our results demonstrated that restoration of audi-

tory input through a CI did not lead to a statistically
significant difference in visual reliance between ECIs

and CICs. CICs did show a larger mean VE/AE ratio

(0.79) than ECIs (0.68), but this difference was not

significant. It is possible that because of the broad var-

iability in VE/AE ratio scores among participants, this

study was underpowered to demonstrate a group dif-

ference in the ratio. In addition, a better way to assess

the effects of cochlear implantation on visual reliance

would be to test a group of CICs preoperatively, per-

form cochlear implantation, and then retest that same

group longitudinally 6 or 12 months after activation.
This study approach is currently in progress and will

shed light on the shifts in visual reliance that may

occur within participants because of implantation,

rather than comparing visual reliance between two

separate groups of listeners.

Findings from this study have clinical ramifications.

First, results are consistent with the anecdotal experi-

ence of many clinicians that the more severe a prolonged
HL is, the greater that patient tends to demonstrate

visual reliance (i.e., rely on speech reading) during

AV speech recognition. Our findings, although not con-

clusive, may provide additional support to the idea that

the auditory performance of the listener actually drives

a shift to visual reliance. This could suggest that opti-

mizing amplification through a hearing aid before co-

chlear implantation might prevent (at least to some
degree) the shift to visual reliance otherwise demon-

strated. Preventing that shift toward visual reliance

may have a positive impact on the ultimate speech

Figure 3. Scatterplot of VE versus AE scores for ECI users on CUNY sentence recognition.
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recognition outcome of the patient after receiving a CI.

For example, a recent study using positron emission to-

mography imaging in adult CI users showed that less

activation of auditory cortical regions during a V-only
speech reading task, which we posit may have reflected

less of a shift to visual reliance, was associated with bet-

ter speech recognition outcomes in the A-only listening

condition (Strelnikov et al, 2013). A second clinical im-

plication is that restoration of auditory input through a

CI may not necessarily shift a listener’s reliance back to

auditory processing and away from visual processing

during AV speech recognition. Indeed, that would be
consistent with Rouger et al (2007), who demonstrated

in CI users that an enhancement in visual reliance (i.e.,

speech reading ability alone in that study) was found to

persist in the years after cochlear implantation. Results

of our ongoing longitudinal study of AV speech recogni-

tion pre- and post-CI in a single group of participants

will help sort out the possible changes in visual reliance

that may occur post-implantation.
There are several additional limitations of this study

that should be acknowledged. First, twelve participants

were included whose HL started before the age of 12

years, meaning they might be considered ‘‘peri-lingual’’

rather than post-lingual. It is possible that this im-

pacted their performance during CUNY sentence test-

ing. Second, it is possible, although unlikely, that the

findings from this study are specific to CUNY sentence
materials, and not more broadly applicable to pho-

neme, word, or sentence recognition using other mate-

rials. Third, although significant differences were

identified at the group level between AV speech

Figure 4. Scatterplot of VE versus AE scores for cochlear implant CICs on CUNY sentence recognition.

Table 3. Results of Linear Regression Analyses for VE/AE Ratio

Dependent Measure: VE/AE Ratio B SE (B) b T Sig. (p) R R2

Predictors: 0.387 0.150

Block 1:

A-only performance (% words correct) 20.005 0.002 20.382 2.58 0.012

Group (ECI vs. CIC) 20.030 0.064 20.070 0.47 0.637

Block 2:

Duration of HL before CI (years) 0.004 0.003 0.183 1.48 0.144

Age (years) 0.000 0.005 0.007 0.057 0.954

Note: Auditory-only performance score and group served as predictors. VE/AE ratio5 Ratio of VE score to AE score. Values shown in bold for p

value , 0.05.
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recognition and A-only speech recognition, these dif-

ferences may not be clinically significant at the indi-

vidual level, which limits our ability to establish

from the present study whether AV measures are clin-
ically valuable above A-only measures. Last, some ECI

users demonstrated AV scores that were at or near

ceiling performance, and this may have restricted

the magnitude of the VE/AE ratio computed for those

individuals. In theory, then, the mean VE/AE ratio for

the ECIs would actually be larger and closer to the

value for the CICs, still counter to our hypothesis.

Thus, this limitation most likely did not impact the re-
sults of the study.

CONCLUSION

Findings from this study suggest that the degree to

which listeners with HL rely on visual information

during AV speech recognition depends on the quality of

their A-only speech recognition. ECIs do not necessar-

ily demonstrate a shift away from visual reliance as a

result of using their CIs, as demonstrated by similar vi-
sual reliance as CICs. Additional studies will be needed

to further investigate whether longitudinal changes in

hearing status result in shifts in sensory reliance dur-

ing AV speech recognition.
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